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Bay Of Plenty
$241,000
New Opportunities / Finance

Are you a mortgage adviser and
want to build a business-not a
job!
Business for Sale Description
Mortgage Broker Business Opportunity for Sale
Bay of Plenty
Are you a mortgage adviser and want to build a business-not a job!
Tauranga Bay of Plenty
Nest Home Loans have established themselves as force in the mortgage adviser industry. They have taken
everything you know about how mortgage advising has been done and re-engineered it!
These issues sound familiar?
- Lead generation
- Admin frustrations
- Processing loans
- Marketing
- Working too many hours?
- Not enough income?
What if there was a way to reduce the workload with a solution that works.
Here's what's on offer:
- Lead generation -provided
- Administration - provided
- Loan Processing - provided
- Marketing - provided
- Working long hours - ~40 hours per week
- Not enough income? - solved
You're probably thinking "Ye right".
This is exactly what Nest Home Loans have built and proven, is a complete adviser system that substantially
reduces your workload to enable you build a team of brokers working for you to generate an excellent income.

Nest have limited opportunities available. Are you an experienced adviser and want to build a team of 5-10
brokers? Think it can't be done? All it takes is a phone call and this game changing opportunity could secure
you and your families future.
All you may need is $50,000 plus suitable asset backing. For a confidential chat call Geet Vashisth on
0211433139 or 0800 777 731. NZ Business Brokers REAA 2008
Property Code: 53
Contact:
Geet Vashisth
0211433139 or 0800 777 731
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